
‘Physically impossible’ Luke
Mitchell murdered Jodi
Jones, claim ex-cops
Douglas Walker 25 Feb 2021,

TWO ex detectives from a new TV documentary have
revealed the cop blunders which they say prove
convicted killer Luke Mitchell is innocent.

John Sallens and Michael Neill spent over a year re-
examining thousands of pieces of evidence from the Jodi
Jones murder case.
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John Sallens and Michael Neill said Luke Mitchell was "treated differently" from

the start of the police probe

The retired duo - who have almost 50 years policing
experience - feature in two-part Channel 5 documentary
Murder in a Small Town, which continues tonight.

The 14-year-old’s body was found stripped, bound and
near-decapitated with multiple stab wounds near her
home in Easthouses, Midlothian, after she vanished in
June 2003.

But the ex-cops say they found “red flags” which
immediately cast major doubt on Mitchell’s guilt.

Luke Mitchell: Jodi Jones’ killer insists he was framed
in Channel 5 documentary & was told ‘confess you
little b*****d’

Neill, 51, said: “From the very start of the police
investigation Mitchell was treated differently.

“He was separated from the other three in the search
party. All four should have been forensically examined but
only Mitchell was.

“Mitchell was treated unfairly from the start. His statement
was the only one that was tape recorded and it was
marked as ‘suspect’.”

https://www.thescottishsun.co.uk/news/scottish-news/6704329/luke-mitchell-jodi-jones-killer-channel-5-documentary/
https://www.thescottishsun.co.uk/news/scottish-news/6704329/luke-mitchell-jodi-jones-killer-channel-5-documentary/
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Mitchell was convicted in 2005 for the murder of Jodi Jones and sentenced to 20

years

Mitchell was branded “truly wicked” when he was
convicted of murder - aged 16 - in 2005 after a trial at the
High Court in Edinburgh.

He was ordered to serve at least 20 years behind bars.



But the investigators - now PIs with Integritas Investigative
Solutions - say the crime scene was “terribly” managed.

Sallens said: “The body wasn’t covered so it was open to
the elements overnight.

“The amount of evidence you can get from a crime scene
if handled properly is incredible. It would have been a
bloodbath, the injuries were horrendous.

“We think she was murdered elsewhere and dragged
there. The person who murdered her would have been
covered in blood.
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Jodi Jones was killed in 2003

“For Luke Mitchell to have done it he would have had to go
home, got changed and back out.

“But when he was examined he still had mud under his
nails which meant he hadn’t washed his hands and his



hair was still greasy so he hadn’t had a shower.

“He would have made his way home covered in blood but
no one saw him. This was a summer’s day.

“In the time frame the police gave it's a physical
impossibility for him to have committed the murder. The
was no forensic evidence found on Mitchell or his house.

“The stated the time of death as 5.15pm but that’s unsafe
as the body was out all night open to the elements and
the pathologist did not arrive until the next morning.

“We know for a fact certain houses were not searched.
The whole scenario was that Jodi was pulled over a wall
but there were no forensics.”

Sallens believes detectives made their minds up that
Mitchell was guilty straight away.

He said: “The police have started with a conclusion and
made things fit, their mindset caused them not to look at
other stuff.

Luke Mitchell: Jodi Jones’ killer insists he
was framed in Channel 5 documentary &
was told ‘confess you little b*****d’

“We have a very strong suspect but for legal reasons we
can’t say right now but we’ll see.”

https://www.thescottishsun.co.uk/news/scottish-news/6704329/luke-mitchell-jodi-jones-killer-channel-5-documentary/


Both men went through their re-examination believing that
Mitchell was guilty.

Sallens said: “We had to step back from it with an open
mind. We read through docs meticulously and started the
inquiry from scratch.

“We spent hours and hours reading everything. It took five
hours alone just to read the prosecution summing up the
document.”

Neill, 51, said: “Mitchell signed legal waivers so we could
access documents.

“There were a lot of things missing from what we had
access to.”

Neill insists there are far stronger suspects than Mitchell.

He said: “I’ve not seen anything to prove to me Mitchell
definitely did not murder Jodi but I’ve also not seen
anything to prove beyond reasonable doubt that he did.

“There are however other people who appear to be as
much of a suspect if not more than he was.”

But Sallens is adamant about Mitchell’s innocence.

He said: “We empathise with the family. Our heart goes
out to them. But at the end of the day there’s a boy in jail

https://m.me/thescottishsun


who didn’t commit the crime.”

Police Scotland Detective Chief Superintendent Laura
Thomson said: “Following the discovery of 14-year-old
Jodi Jones’ body within a wooded area in Easthouses,
Midlothian, on 30th June 2003, a thorough investigation
was conducted by Lothian and Borders Police.
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“Extensive forensic analysis was carried out along with
door-to-door inquiries and other investigative techniques
and a full report of the circumstances was submitted to
the COPFS.

“As a result, Luke Mitchell, who was 15 at the time, was



charged with Jodi’s murder, before being convicted and
sentenced in 2005.

“We are satisfied that we do not need to trace any other
individuals in connection with this investigation.”

Mum of Jodie Jones' killer Luke Mitchell claims lawyer
'forced him to stay silent at trial'
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